Besides computations and decoding delay, iterations in turbo decoding imply intensive and random extrinsic information exchange between component decoders. This high data exchange rate needs huge communication and routing resources to support the required bandwidth. Proposed is a novel symbol-based criterion to reduce the extrinsic information bandwidth in turbo decoding. The proposed criterion measures each symbol's contribution to the convergence of the iterative process and inhibits unnecessary extrinsic information exchange according to an appropriate threshold. Simulation results demonstrate a 20-25% mean extrinsic information exchange rate reduction with negligible error-rate degradation. This significant bandwidth reduction can directly alleviate communication and routing architecture.
Introduction: In turbo decoding [1] , extrinsic information is exchanged iteratively between component decoders. At each iteration, these exchanges become more and more massive with decoder level parallelism in order to achieve high throughput [2] . In this context, hardware implementations of turbo decoders require the integration of complex routing resources, supporting the intensive memory accesses. Routing resources are greedy in area and add latencies in order to manage conflicts between exchanged information [3] . Moreover, memory access has a strong impact on power consumption. Hence, it makes sense to prevent unnecessary communication in order to reduce extrinsic information exchange bandwidth (i.e. routing complexity) and memory access rate.
Almost all existing work targeting this issue focuses on frame-level early stopping criteria. In [4] , bit-level reliability-based criteria are proposed to avoid unnecessary iterations for reliable bits. The most efficient criteria are the sign difference ratio (SDR), which compares input and output decisions, and the minimum magnitude of loglikelihood ratio (LLR), which allows LLR exchanges according to magnitudes of LLR and appropriate thresholds. These criteria enable great memory access savings on the final iterations, but require full bandwidth for the first iterations. So, as the worst case (first iterations) determines the routing resources, these criteria are not efficient for a reduction in routing complexity.
In this Letter we propose and evaluate a new criterion reducing both routing complexity and memory access rate. The proposed criterion, called symbol reliability difference (SRD), estimates individual symbol contribution to convergence of the iterative process.
Symbol reliability difference criterion: The proposed SRD criterion combines the hard SDR criterion with a soft reliability-based criterion. The hard SDR criterion, extended to multiple-binary symbols rather than bits, checks whether component decoders agree on each symbol decision. In case of decoder disagreement, extrinsic information of the symbol is extremely significant and has to be exchanged. Otherwise, if decoders agree, the soft criterion determines whether the extrinsic information of that symbol has to be exchanged or not.
Let d k be the kth information symbol of the frame, and L m
the logarithm of the extrinsic probability delivered by the mth decoder at the ith iteration for estimated symbol d k . Then, from the most probable symbol estimation dˆk, the symbol reliability metric D m (i) (d k ) of the mth decoder at the ith iteration is expressed as:
To ease its computation, the symbol reliability metric is approximated thanks to the second most probable symbol d˘k:
is defined as the difference in reliability between decoders for the symbol d k : By definition, F m,m 0 (i) (d k ) evaluates, at each iteration, the ambiguity of agreements between decoders about the symbol d k . Thus, usefulness of emitting extrinsic information about the symbol d k increases with
To determine the contribution of a symbol to the iterative process, the proposed soft criterion requires the setting of a threshold. Thus it is mandatory to characterise and set this threshold accurately. Then the SRD criterion can inhibit exchanges about symbols with a reliability difference below the fixed threshold, if decoders agree on the symbol.
Simulation results: To evaluate SRD criterion efficiency, simulations were conducted with a double binary DVB-RCS-like code, using the max-log-MAP algorithm and the shuffled decoding technique [2] . The SDR criterion is used with the second most probable symbol approximation of symbol reliability metric (simulations conducted with and without approximation present almost identical results).
In Fig. 1 , the frame error rate (FER) performance is presented for different threshold values with a code rate of 1=2. The Figure clearly shows FER performance degradation when the threshold increases. However, this degradation is not linear with the threshold value and becomes significant for thresholds above 8 (thresholds below 8 involve at most 0.1 dB degradation). This degradation nonlinearity confirms the effectiveness of the SRD criterion to detect the less useful extrinsic information for the convergence of the iterative process. With a code rate of 6=7 (Fig. 2) , the best affordable threshold value is 4. Thus threshold choice depends on code rate but not on SNR, as degradations are almost constant with a fixed threshold for the different SNR values. Fig. 2 FER performance with different thresholds using max-log-MAP algorithm with code rate of 6=7 for 188-byte frame Using the appropriate threshold (8 for rate 1=2 and 4 for rate 6=7), the proposed SRD criterion can be evaluated in terms of communication bandwidth gain. Fig. 3 shows the minimum, maximum and mean bandwidth gain obtained across the first iterations with a code rate of 1=2 at different SNR values. The minimum bandwidth gain (around 14%) represents the maximum achievable gain on routing resources without performance degradation, while the mean bandwidth gain (around 20%) represents the global communication gain. Using the same representation with a code rate of 6=7 (Fig. 4) , 25% mean bandwidth gain and 18% minimum bandwidth gain are achieved. More generally, we observe that bandwidth gain slightly increases with code rate. This can be explained by analysing the value range of reliability metrics, which decreases with data rate. In fact, given a threshold, the shorter the value range, the denser the probability of being under the threshold, and so the more filtering the SRD criterion is. A similar analysis can be conducted regarding SNR (resp. iterations). As the value range of reliability metrics increases with SNR (resp. iterations), the mean bandwidth gain should decrease with SNR (resp. iterations). Bandwidth reduction is effectively observed with SNR as well as with iterations, as can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4.
Conclusions:
We have proposed a new criterion reducing the extrinsic information bandwidth in turbo decoding. The proposed symbol reliability difference criterion, integrating a symbol soft metric to estimate component decoder agreement, enables significant bandwidth reduction with negligible error rate degradation. Hence, communication and routing architecture directly benefit from this reduction. For a double binary DVB-RCS-like code, a bandwidth reduction of 14-18% and a gain of up to 25% on global communication is obtained. Furthermore, the threshold value is independent of SNR and thus the SRD criterion does not require SNR estimation. 
